Abstract-Modern smartphones have all the sensing capabilities required for accurate and robust navigation and tracking. In specific environments some data streams may be absent, less reliable, or flat out wrong. In particular, the GNSS signal can become flawed or silent inside buildings or in streets with tall buildings. In this application paper, we aim to advance the current state-of-the-art in motion estimation using inertial measurements in combination with partial GNSS data on standard smartphones. We show how iterative estimation methods help refine the positioning path estimates in retrospective use cases that can cover both fixed-interval and fixed-lag scenarios. We compare estimation results provided by global iterated Kalman filtering methods to those of a visual-inertial tracking scheme (Apple ARKit). The practical applicability is demonstrated on real-world use cases on empirical data acquired from both smartphones and tablet devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
Inertial navigation systems (INS) have been studied and used for decades. The classical literature covers mainly navigation applications for aircraft, submarines and other large vehicles [3, 5, 14, 28] but currently there is a large and increasing interest towards inertial navigation systems for smartphones and other light-weight consumer-grade devices (watches, tablets, drones, robots, etc.), which are often equipped with cheap and small inertial measurement units (IMUs) implemented as microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). The interest is motivated by various applications such as pedestrian navigation and wayfinding, traffic and movement analytics, robot navigation [27] , games and augmented reality.
There has been notable progress in smartphone INS by combining machine learning (e.g., learning additive and multiplicate IMU biases online [24] or utilizing learnt priors for regressing bounds of speed [8] ) and additional measurements, such as automatically detected zero-velocity updates (ZUPTs), loop-closures, or manual position fixes [9, 24] . Thus, it has been shown that already a small number of additional infrequently occurring measurements may allow accurate motion trajectory reconstruction (by constraining the possible dynamics along the track) based on sensor streams from smartphone accelerometers and gyroscopes. The problem with the aforementioned additional measurements is that they all constrain the motion or use cases somehow. For example, zero-velocity updates do not occur if the device is handheld and constantly moving, loop-closures are hard to detect automatically and require revisiting the same locations, and manual position fixes are not automatic and require user collaboration (as in [9] ). Hence, in order to devise a general navigation approach that would be broadly applicable, we build upon the advances in [24] and combine their pure inertial navigation approach with automatic position measurements obtained from global navigation satellite system (GNSS) using standard smartphone hardware. That is, we revisit the GNSS aided inertial navigation problem in the smartphone context and develop a GNSS+INS solution, which is able to push the boundaries of state-of-the-art navigation systems on smartphones. In particular, we utilize iterative path reconstruction techniques to address the specific challenges that plague GNSS+INS solutions in smartphones in practical use cases: low-quality inertial sensors, gaps in GNSS reception (indoors, tunnels, shadows of tall buildings, limited availability due to automatic power saving, etc.), and high uncertainty of GNSS measurements (no RTK signal available). Thus, the focus in this work is in retrospective motion trajectory reconstruction but similar ideas could be adapted and utilized also in online use cases, and also other positioning techniques could be used instead of GNSS (e.g., Wi-Fi or Bluetooth based positioning). To some extent, global iterative path reconstruction methods have been largely overlooked in navigation as they require storing the complete inertial sensor streams for the reconstructed path. However, even if the paths are relatively long, this does not provide a significant additional overhead or trade-offs in smartphone context since smartphone IMUs are not capable of providing data with a larger frequency than 100 Hz (iPhones) or some hundreds of Hz (Android) in any case.
Our iterative path reconstruction approach improves the accuracy compared to simply using a forward-backward extended Rauch-Tung-Striebel (RTS, see, e.g., [23] ) smoother (as shown in Fig. 1 ). By iterative re-linearization the global scheme provides more detailed and accurate motion trajectory estimates than has been demonstrated earlier with just the use of the platform provided GNSS (see Fig. 3 for example). For example, we can precisely estimate the motion trajectory of the phone in cases, where there is hundreds of meters of handheld movement without any GNSS reception (i.e., the tri-axis accelerometer and gyroscope signals are the only measurements during the GNSS gap). As our method is a generic INS based approach, it provides 3D motion trajectories and works in any motion (pedestrian, wheeled motion, drone) and does not require steps to be detected.
The retrospective path reconstruction using low-quality and very sparse GNSS measurements is an interesting research problem which has recently re-gained momentum due mainly to interest in consumer-grade hardware applications. For example, smartphones are often used for mapping signals for various purposes, such as non-GNSS-based indoor localization [19, 26] , and the accuracy that our path estimation approach provides by interpolating the trajectory from only few position measurements could be particularly useful for mapping. Also, in aerial mapping using cameras or lidars carried by a drone, our approach could provide improved accuracy, robustness and efficiency since the often used visual reconstruction methods [2] are computationally heavy and their robustness may depend on the visual scene content. In addition, our approach could be used for retrospective traffic and crowd flow analysis. Further, in-store analytics and evaluation of commercial shop layouts, sports tracking, urban planning, and optimization of walkways and traffic routes could benefit from our solution.
It should be noted that also GNSS+INS methods have been studied for decades, in a similar manner as pure inertial navigation, but again the low-quality of sensors makes our case different and requires new views on solving the path reconstruction problem. For example, there are commercial devices that provide very accurate GNSS+INS solutions, such as [1] . However, these devices contain much better sensors than consumer devices (i.e., industrial or tactical grade IMUs and RTK assisted GNSS receivers) and they cost thousands or tens of thousands of dollars, are bulky, and consume lots of power, and hence definitely not suited for large-scale movement analysis for regular consumers. Due to large differences in hardware, also the requirements for computational methods are quite different in these use cases. With lower quality sensors more sophisticated algorithms are needed.
In summary, the contributions of this application paper are:
• A complete global iterated extended Kalman filtering approach for obtaining precise geolocalized motion trajectories (in world coordinates) for consumer-grade mobile devices despite low-quality and large gaps in GNSS reception.
• A comparison between our iterative path reconstruction technique and other applicable solutions (visual-inertial odometry, direct GNSS, and single forward-backward filtering) to the same estimation problem.
• Experimental analysis of the capabilities and limitations of GNSS+INS approaches on smartphones. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we cover related approaches for pedestrian localization and movement tracking, with a focus on consumer-grade applications. Furthermore, we also cover related work in iterated filtering approaches. Sec. III presents the INS system dynamics and the general idea of the iterated scheme we propose to be used in the application. The main focus of the paper is in the Experiments (Sec. IV). Finally, we discuss the results and possible problems that may be encountered in practical applications.
II. RELATED WORK
Inertial navigation has a long history dating back to the missile guidance systems developed during the Second World War. Lately, there has been recent renewed interest [6, 8, 24, 31] towards the field due to the development and popularity of light-weight consumer-grade electronic devices (such as smartphones, tablets, drones, and watches), which typically include accelerometers and gyroscopes, and also GNSS receivers. However, the limited quality of consumer-grade MEMS based inertial sensors and abrupt motions of handheld, wearable and flying small devices pose challenges, which have so far prevented generic large-scale inertial navigation solutions on these devices.
The classical inertial navigation literature is extensive (see the books [3, 5, 14, 28] , for example) but is mainly focused on navigation of large vehicles with relatively high quality inertial sensors. Even though the theory is solid and general, practice has shown that a lot of hand-tailoring of methods is needed to actually get working systems. Since we focus on navigation approaches using consumer-grade sensors in small mobile devices, the literature survey below concentrates on recent work in that area.
The survey article by Harle [12] discusses various approaches for pedestrian dead-reckoning (PDR). The main body of previous work in this category is focused on step and heading systems (SHS, [7, 15, 22, 29, 32] ), where legged motion is assumed and inertial sensors are utilized to estimate the heading and step length of the user. Heading and step length are then used for estimating the two-dimensional walking path by accumulating the step vectors. Such systems may work reasonably well for short and medium range PDR but they typically impose constraints for device orientation. In addition, SHS may be sensitive to changing gaits and prone to false positive steps due to hand waving [12] . Some approaches, such as the work by Xiao et al. [30] , estimate the walking direction in the device frame but this is prone to errors, especially in the presence of frequent and abrupt changes in orientation. Finally, it should be noted that step and heading systems usually assume two-dimensional legged motion. Thus they do not provide complete 3D motion trajectories and do not work with wheeled motion or flying devices.
Visual-inertial odometry (VIO, [4, 13, 17, 25] ) is a technology that utilizes video cameras in addition to inertial sensors and is capable of providing full six degree of freedom motion tracking in visually distinguishable environments. Nevertheless, in contrast to GNSS+INS approaches, VIO can not provide (geo)localization but only tracking, which is prone to drifting in long term. Moreover, heavy utilization of video camera brings limitations, which make these methods impractical for wide use in consumer applications. Firstly, VIO does not work when the camera is occluded (e.g., in the pocket or bag), the field of view is filled by moving non-static objects (e.g., in a crowd) or the environment does not contain sufficient visual features (e.g., textureless surfaces indoors). Secondly, constant capturing and processing of video frames consumes a lot of energy and compromises battery longevity.
Besides SHS and VIO approaches, there are also pure inertial navigation approaches which estimate the full motion trajectory in 3D by using foot-mounted consumer-grade inertial sensors [10, 21] . With foot-mounted sensors the inertial navigation problem is considerably easier than in the general case since the drift can be constrained by using zero-velocity updates, which are detected on each step when the foot touches the ground and the sensor is stationary. However, automatic zero-velocity updates are not applicable for handheld or flying devices, and the approach is not suitable to largescale consumer use since the current solutions do not work well when the movement happens without steps (e.g., in a trolley or escalator). In addition, the type of shoes and sensor placement in the foot may affect the robustness and accuracy of estimation. A prominent example in this class of approaches is the OpenShoe project [20, 21] , which actually uses several pairs of accelerometers and gyroscopes to estimate the stepby-step PDR.
On the more technical side, we apply iterative filtering methods in this paper. Kalman filters and smoothers (see, e.g., [23] for an excellent overview of non-linear filtering) are recursive estimation schemes and thus iterative already per definition. Iterated filtering often refers to local ('innerloop') iterations (over a single sample period). They are used together with extended Kalman filtering as a kind of fixedpoint iteration to work the extended Kalman update towards a better linearization point (see, e.g., [18] ). The resulting iterated extended Kalman filter and iterated linearized filtersmoother can provide better performance if the system nonlinearities are suitable. We however, are interested in iterative re-linearization of the dynamics and passing information over the state history for extended periods. Thus we focus on so-called global ('outer-loop') schemes, which are based on iteratively re-running of the entire forward-backward pass in the filter/smoother. These methods relate directly to other iterative global linearization schemes like the so-called Laplace approximation in statistics/machine learning (see, e.g., [11] ) or Newton iteration based methods (see, e.g., [16] and references therein).
In this paper, we take a general INS approach, without assuming legged or otherwise constrained motion, and compensate the limitations of low quality IMUs by fusing them with GNSS position fixes, which may be potentially sparse and infrequent containing large gaps in signal reception. As mentioned, there are relatively few general INS approaches for consumer-grade devices. We build upon the recent work [24] , which shows relatively good path estimation results by utilizing online learning of sensor biases and manually provided loop closures or position fixes. We improve their approach in the following two ways which greatly increase the practical applicability in certain use cases: (a) we utilize automatic GNSS based position measurements, which do not require additional manoeuvres or cooperation from the user; and (b) we apply iterative path reconstruction methods, which provide improved accuracy in the presence of long interruptions in GNSS signal reception.
III. METHODS
The model state for our strapdown inertial navigation scheme is chosen as follows:
where p k ∈ R 3 represents the position, v k ∈ R 3 the velocity, and q k the orientation as a unit quaternion at time step t k , b a k and b ω k are, respectively, the additive accelerometer and gyroscope bias components, and T a k denotes the diagonal multiplicative scale error of the accelerometer.
The dynamical model (Eq. 2) is based on the assumption that position is velocity once integrated, and velocity is acceleration (with the influence of gravity removed) once integrated. The orientation of the device is tracked by integrating the gyroscope measurements. The accelerometer and gyroscope readings are inserted as control signals, and their measurement noises are seen as the process noise of the system. The dynamical model given by the mechanization equations (see, e.g., [21, 28] for similar model formulations) is
where the time step length is given by ∆t k = t k − t k−1 (note that we do not assume equidistant sampling times), the accelerometer input is denoted byã k and the gyroscope input byω k . Gravity g is a constant vector. The symbol ⊗ denotes quaternion product, and the rotation update is given 
The link between the observed IMU readings a k and ω k and the calibrated readings are given by:
where 2). This means that the biases can be seen as unknown constants that need to be estimated. However, typically even these parameters are given a small process noise in order too account for slow crawl. However, without loss of generality, we leave out this process noise due to our interest in sequences with time-spans of at maximum some tens of minutes.
A. Inference by extended Kalman filtering
The Kalman filter performs a probabilistic estimation of a dynamic state given noisy measurements. It is an optimal estimator given two key constrains, the process and measurement noises are multivariate Gaussian distributions and the dynamics and measurement functions are linear. In the case of non-linear dynamics, a good approximation is to linearize the function at the given point and perform the estimation on the linearized version, this is known as the Extended Kalman filter (EKF, see, e.g., [3, 23] ). The EKF approximates the state distributions with Gaussians, p(
The dynamics are incorporated into the prediction step:
where the dynamic model is evaluated with the outcome from the previous step and zero noise, and F x (·) denotes the Jacobian matrix of f k (·, ·) with respect to x and F ε (·) with respect to the process noise ε. The process noise covariance is set up as Q k = blkdiag(Σ a ∆t k , Σ ω ∆t k ). Measurement data consists of various observations of the system state at different points in time (we follow [24] for constraining the momentary speed). These are then combined with the model in the update step:
where H x (·) denotes the Jacobian of the measurement model h k (·) with respect to the state variables x. The slightly unorthodox form of the last line is known as the Joseph's formula, which both numerically stabilizes updating the covariance and preserves symmetry.
B. Extended Rauch-Tung-Striebel smoother
As we are also interested in the a posteriori estimates of position, velocity and orientation for already passed states, we use a fixed-interval extended Kalman smoother of RauchTung-Striebel (RTS) kind. If we denote the last available time step in the data as t n , this means that the approximation gives the following conditional state estimates p(x k | y 1:n ) N(x k | m k|n , P k|n ) conditioned on all the observed data in the range t ∈ [t 0 , t n ].
The extended Rauch-Tung-Striebel smoothing pass can be written using the filtering outcome as a preliminary step. The backward iteration is started from the last filtering estimate (see, e.g., [23] for detailed presentation):
Running the smoothing pass requires the filter means and covariances to be stored for all steps.
C. A global iterated extended Kalman filter
The idea with global iterated filtering passes is to improve the track by passing over information over the track history. Once the state estimation is performed for every time step, the desire is to improve the result by reducing the linearization error. In order to do this the mean of the initial state m 0 is replaced with the result of the RTS smoother m 0|n from the previous pass, but the covariance matrix P 0 is left unchanged.
The global iterated extended Kalman filter (GIEKF) scheme is given as follows: 1) Initialization: Choose a prior for the initial state p(x 0 ) N(m 0 , P 0 ). 0|n , and re-run the filter-smoother passes. 4) Iterate step 3 until convergence. Global iterated schemes are useful when a subset of the state is time-invariant (fixed or nearly fixed dynamics for some of the state variables) and the dynamics are sensitive to linearization errors. In this case the bias parameters are invariant and the integration of rotation rates into a unit quaternion are highly non-linear.
D. Quantitative evaluation metrics for odometry tracks
Quantitative evaluation of odometry tracks is not straightforward. For example, linear interpolation of GNSS points would not compare to visual inertial odometry as the tracking for an augmented reality headset but it would be much better in the case of vehicular navigation. GNSS points are accurate but not precise, the opposite is true for visual-inertial odometry systems. In order to show these differences we consider a Scaled Aligned RMSE (SARMSE) measure, which can quantify both small-scale and large-scale error in odometry tracks. This error measure builds on the relative error measure presented in [33] .
Given a test and a ground-truth track sampled at the same points in time, the tracks are sampled at corresponding intervals (in time) of different length. Then, the segments are rigidly aligned to minimize the squared error between them. The remaining error is then averaged across the sampled segments of that given length. The result is a set of errors for a given set of the scales. Errors at low scales pertain to low accuracy while errors at large scales pertain to relative precision (with respect to the starting point).
The error for timescale t i is defined as
where p test s:s+ti is rigidly transformed to mimnimize the RMSE with respect to p gt s:s+ti and S is the set (of size N ) of segments of length t i in the track. This is best explained with an example: Fig. 2a shows an example pair of tracks and the corresponding SARMSE plot. The red track is a 'good' estimate of the black track but lacks the fine detail. The blue track on the other hand is also a 'good' estimate of the black track but drifts away as the track moves. The SARMSE in Fig. 2b reflects these characteristics, as the scale increases the blue error grows while the red error remains stable. The SARMSE plot tells that the red track is accurate at a large scale, and the blue at a small scale. Optimally, of course, both small-scale and large-scale error would be small.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
This paper is written application-first, and thus we have put much interest in applying the methods to empirical data captured from actual consumer devices. The focus is on Apple iPhones and iPads, mostly due to their uniform hardware, but the results should directly generalize to mid and high-range Android devices as well.
The experiments are split into two parts. The first part is a more example-driven (or even qualitative) demonstration example for one particular track. The second part then tries to capture more general use cases and variability in data by running the methods on a standard benchmark data set with 23 different sequences of both indoor and outdoor tracks.
A. Example sequence in urban winter
We start by describing our demo sequence study, a city street capture. In this sequence, we walked around a non-square cityblock in central Helsinki holding an Apple iPad Pro (11-inch, late-2018 model). Along the path there are buildings roughly 5-10 floors high. The ground was covered in snow and the side walk was completely closed for parts of the path. The user had the device pointing forward and roughly head high (for the reference visual-inertial capture, which also requires use of camera). At the beginning of the capture the user rested the smartphone against a rigid object to ensure no movement during a few frames. This is important since it allows for online calibration of the sensor biases (these are temperature sensitive so an offline version in a different environment would not work). The whole capture is roughly 300 seconds and 360 meters long. Fig. 3 shows the path overlaid on a map as well as example views along the path.
Data acquisition: We captured the sensor data from the iPad using an app developed for [9] . It records the acceleration, rotation rate, magnetometer readings, barometric pressure, platform locations, video frames, and ARKit poses (see below). The multiple streams are time-synchronized on the device. The GNSS based locations are recorded trough Apple's platform location API (CoreLocation, in high accuracy mode) which merges satellite and ground based global positioning systems. Each location has an uncertainty radius associated and it reflects the source and quality of the position estimation. In general, satellite based locations are the most accurate, Wi-Fi based locations are less accurate, and cell tower based locations are the least accurate. The platform location service has several modes of operation that let the developer pick a balance between accuracy (and frequency) and energy usage. The WGS coordinates provided by the platform/GNSS were transformed to a metric East-North-Up (ENU) coordinate system before fusing with the model. The accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer, and barometer were captured and stored in their raw form. Processing of the data was in this case done off-line.
Visual-inertial reference track: For reference, we captured the built-in visual-inertial odometry (Apple ARKit API) poses. ARKit is designed for augmented reality and thus, it is very accurate in the short-term. However, it has a tendency to drift (d) The camera views along the path. if the same scene is not seen again (no visual loop-closures). Each pose (acquired at 60 Hz) consists of a translation in meters and a unit quaternion which represents the rotation. These values are used to construct the local-to-global transformation of the coordinate frame in each sample. In these case, the ARKit systems keeps a very accurate track of the straight walks. This is due to the features remaining in the frame for long. The corners are where the system loses most of its tracked features. Then, small errors on the angle of a corner accumulate and by the end of the capture there is a few meters of drift. This also be seen in Fig. 3b .
Optimal track: If the system described in Sec. III is used with all the available information, the result will not have room to improve with iteration. This is due to the dense position updates that correct any drift caused by linearization errors. This track is a good baseline for the 'ideal' track. It has shortterm accuracy comparable with ARKit and long-term drift correction due to the GNSS signal.
B. GNSS gap and subsampling experiments
In order to demonstrate the drift correction caused by the iteration a gap is artificially created in the GNSS signal. In practice this is a common occurrence that happens when the user goes inside a structure or underground. The gap is 40% of the capture time, roughly 113 seconds or 160 meters of walking. The GNSS signal gap is shown in Fig. 3a (the green GNSS markers).
The iterative scheme is most useful when the state variables do not change. In this case the bias of the sensors does not change. This directly influences the linearization point for the orientation update and keeps a better estimate of the orientation. Fig. 3c shows how this translates into a more 'square' track that matches the street map over the iterations. The first iteration ('EKF') corresponds to the non-iterated method by [24] . Fig. 4a shows the SARMSE results for this track and experiment. Clearly showing that after 20 global iterations, the global scale has clearly improved, which is also visible in Fig. 3c .
Another ablation of the data capture consists of sampling GNSS locations sparsely (only using 1 /35 of the GNSS locations). The GIEKF scheme can be seen as very beneficial in this case, improving the SARMSE clearly over the course of iterations (Fig. 4b) . Fig. 5 shows the evolution of various error metrics over the course of iterations-with respect to left-out GNSS locations.
C. Quantitative runs on the ADVIO data set ADVIO [9] is a public data set for long-range visual inertial odometry for hand-held devices, which contains sequences in both indoor and outdoor environments. The ground-truth is Fig. 4 . The iteration improves the estimation, specially in the large scales. In (a), the gap is too big (160 m) to allow improvement at the lower scales. In (b), the evenly but sparsely sampled GNSS help the iterated scheme improve more. The error is with respect to the full track reconstruction that uses all data. captured by combining IMU data with the set of fixation points that consists of time-position pairs. The location fixes are manually determined according to a reference video that views the recorder and precise building floor plans. This dataset has plenty of environments and different motion modes.
The ground-truth tracks are sampled every three seconds, and the sampled planar position is used as a GNSS update (with added jitter). The height of each sampled point is used as the barometer update with a standard deviation of 0.2 meters. The sub-sampled track is linearly interpolated and the distance to the ground-truth is also measured. The resulting RMSE with respect to the ground-truth is shown in Table I .
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Accurate estimation of the sensor biases is crucial for correct odometry. Online estimation in an augmented state has proven to perform very well when enough position and velocity information is available (fix points or ZUPTs). However, gaps in this information make the linearization errors of the EKF much more pronounced. Iterative schemes allow the linearization point to be improved and thus boost the performance of the odometry system. The model is somewhat sensitive to the parameter choices and initial state covariances for the model biases.
Alternative strategies for non-linear filtering, such as sigmapoint methods (unscented Kalman filters, see [23] ) or sequential Monte Carlo methdos (particle filters), were not considered in this paper. Apart from being fast, the EKF is also known to perform well for models like this where local linearization is a desirable approximation. However, performing some of the updates with sigma-point methods, and running a particle filter for validation, would be an interesting avenue to explore.
In our experiments, the SARMSE metric shows how the iteration improves the accuracy of the estimated track in the medium and long-range (Fig. 4a) . The global iteration works best in the parts of the system that do not change, in this case, the sensor biases in the state. The ADVIO experiment shows how the system improves the tracks when random gaps are created. Even with the high quality (manually annotated) position updates, the estimation improves with iteration.
The improvement depends on a good enough initial estimate. The iteration improves tracks that already have a reasonable approximation of the motion. Once the estimation has diverged, the iteration usually makes it worse. The model is designed to deal with gaps in GNSS data. Outlier detection and managing faulty GNSS signals is not adressed. However, There has been a lot of work into this subject and clould be integrated with the proposed system.
Further material related to this paper is available online: https://aaltoml.github.io/iterated-INS 
